Why Do We Become Ill?
All parts and organs must work in perfect union in our bodies to reach optimum health. A
life out of balance will catch up with you eventually, generating illness. Health and illness
are not just things that happen to us, but are things we do, a type of behaviour.
The question is why do we get sick in the first place? Why do cancer and disseminated
sclerosis, cardiac infarctions, allergies, obesity and AIDS exist?
The answer lies in a network known as the immune system. It is the fortress that helps us
defend against illnesses. We stay healthy because the immune system is always there to
fight against the germs and disease-causing foreign agents. Due to various conditions in
external and internal systems, our bodies may become disturbed. This can cause a
weakening of the immune system, increasing susceptibility to disease and poor health.
When our body’s “perfect union” is disturbed, creating imbalance, this weakness is
transmitted fast to the entire immune defence system. As a result, the body can lose the
strength to combat harmful foreign agents that attack and destroy normal functioning of
human cells.
When the immune system fails, pathogenic germs start to invade the healthy cells and
wreak havoc with very little opposition. Before you know it, foreign agents start their
rampage in your body. It is a fact that even simple cold viruses and birch tree pollens can
become as dangerous as the bite of a poisonous snake.
The weaker your immune system becomes, the more predominant the symptoms will be.
The body will take a much longer time to regenerate and stay well when the immune
system is compromised. At this reduced level of immune performance, we are not capable
of maintaining holistic harmony between mind, body, and spirit, leaving us vulnerable to
depression and anxiety.
Dysfunctions and malfunctions of the immune system are how we “become ill”, interrupting
our ability to lead healthy, active lives. With Fortizel®, you can take back control of your
physical condition. Fortizel® is a new revolutionary product containing Augmensodine
Colostrum Extract, designed to strengthen and balance our immune system by inhibiting
growth of foreign attackers and promoting cell regeneration and repair. Fortizel® is
“Nature’s Vaccine”.

